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On July 1884, France gave the United States a gift to
celebrate the one hundred years of independence . Itt was The Statue
of Liberty which is considered as one of the most famous
amous American
landmarks. The statue is of a robed female figure representing
presenting Libertas
Libertas,
tas,
the Roman goddess of freedom.
The Liberty Statue standing in New York harbor was built inn France
by the sculptor Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi. The project
ject took
ok nine years
hin
n copper.
copper. The lad
lady
ady
and was finally completed in 1884. It was made of thin
th measure ffive
Liberty is 44 meters high. The head and the hand both
meters, the arm is thirteen meters and the index finger
ger is two and
and a half
meters long. Today, it is a universal symbol of freedom.
edom
m. Every
Every year
Ever
15, 000 visitors come to see the Statue per day
ay that’
that’ss 44.2
2 million
m
visitors per year!
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Part one : Reading comprehension
ion ( 7 pts)
Activity one: Read the text and
nd fill
ll the following
follow
fo
fact file

(3 pts)

Monument:
ument:
ent: ..............
........................................................
.......
cation:
n ............
........................................................
....
Location:
Sculptor:
Sculptor
ulptor:: ........................................................
........
Date
ate of const
cconstruction: ........................................
He
Height:
.............................................................
Materials: ........................................................
M
Materi

Activity
tivity two: Re
Read the passage again and answer the following questions (2 pts)
11-- Why
Wh did the French dedicate the Statue of Liberty to the Americans?
2- Was it built in France?

ti
Activity
three: (2 pts)
A/ Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to: (1pt)
well known =
finished =
B/ Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to: (1pt)
colonization ≠
male ≠
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Mastery of language: (7pts)
Activity one: Spot the mistakes and write the corrected sentence (2 pts)
The Nile River who is situates at Egypt are the longest river in the world.
Activity two: Rewrite the following sentences using the passive voice ( 3 pts)

co
m
/e
xa
m
s

1- Million tourists visit Taj Mahal every year.
2- Queen Elizabeth opened The Sydney Opera House .
3- Fire destroyed Notre Dame De Paris.

Activity three: Classify the following words in the right column (2 pts)

cry – pay – place – wild
/ei/ play

/ai/ high

-e
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Part two : Situation of integration (6pts)
Your teacher of history asked you to write
rite a short
hort descri
ddescriptive paragraph about one
of the most famous landmarks in your country.
ntry.
y. Use the
th foll
following notes to write your
paragraph:

Monument : Sidi M’Cid bridge
ridge
Location: Canstantine
ntinee , Algeria
Engineer: Ferdinand
dinand Arno
Arnodin
Date of construction
nstruction
uction : 1912
1
Material:
ial: iron

cy

Height:
t: 175 meters
meter

Other fac
factss : - to connect the two
fact

en

rocks betw
between the city.
to bbe re
regarded as the highest bridge in the world for 17 years

Good luck
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